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Bishop Fox’s Red Team engagements are purpose-built to 
recreate the hyper-realism of attack scenarios that keep you 
up at night. Giving you end-to-end control to test the full 
spectrum of your defenses, you’ll have complete flexibility 
to customize testing that emulates specific attack types, 
worrisome adversary groups, and emerging tactics that 
present greatest risk to your environment.

Aligning to your targeted outcomes, our seasoned experts 
will carefully craft campaigns aligned to the MITRE ATT&CK 
framework ensuring your defenses face the same cutting-
edge tools and tactics used by real-world adversaries. 
Putting your Blue Team to the ultimate test, our assessors 
will work to avoid detection executing tactics with stealth-
like precision in order to hide deep within normal traffic  
and stay under the radar of advanced security controls.
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The red team/blue team dichotomy comes from the broader field of military wargaming where one party assumes the role of a 
skilled and mindful enemy (red team) and the other assumes the role of the party that must defend (blue team). In the context of 
cybersecurity, “Red team” consulting and testing services can mean many different things. It’s been adopted as a catch-all term for 
any kind of advanced or thorough security assessment, which is problematic for clients trying to discern it from other services such as 
penetration testing.   

What is Red Teaming?

RED TEAM IS

Objective-based adversary emulation.

An authorized, goal-driven method of simulating 
advanced adversary attacks against security defenses 
to identify weaknesses & improve organizational 
resiliency against threats. 

RED TEAM IS NOT

• Bug or vulnerability hunting

• Risk or process auditing

• Policy or compliance review

• Standalone phishing or vishing exercises

RED TEAM

• Are goal & scenario oriented around
adversary emulation

• Test defenders abilities to detect & stop
attacks to further distinguish from traditional
pen testing engagements

• Have few scope restrictions

• Utilize more diverse attack paths (i.e., social
engineering, physical security, etc.)

• Are grounded in the client’s specific threat landscape
& risk profile

PENETRATION TESTING

• Engagements focused on general coverage &
identifying as many vulnerabilities as possible

• Tests fundamental defenses & security controls
with little stealth or evasion

• Uses the technical scope provided beforehand
(IP ranges, domains, etc.)

• Is typically limited to network-based attacks

DEFINITION & MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT RED TEAMS

RED TEAMS VS PENETRATION TESTING
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A D  H O C 
E X T E R N A L 
B R E AC H 
R E D  T E A M

Engagement Length: 2-3 Weeks (Approx.)

The assessment team attempts to breach the target environment from an external vantage point. 
Techniques used to attempt a breach of the environment may include, but are not limited to, exploitation 
of technical vulnerabilities, social engineering (e.g., spear phishing), credential spraying (default/leaked/
stolen credentials), etc. These assessments can be conducted with any assessment knowledge type. 

A D  H O C 
AS S U M E D 
B R E AC H 
R E D  T E A M

Engagement Length: 2-3 Weeks (Approx.)

The assessment team starts with some level of access to the target environment. This level of access 
may differ across various projects. For example, initial access could be a workstation, server, user 
account, or network. These assessments can be conducted with any knowledge type, e.g., a “zero-
knowledge assumed breach” is a scenario where the team is given some initial access but no information 
about the environment.

A D  H O C  
R A N S O M WA R E 
R E A D I N E S S

Engagement Length: 2-3 Weeks (Approx.)

Can follow External and/or Assumed Breach Red Team methodologies with a focus on the use case 
of ransomware. 

By forming an understanding of client challenges, requirements, and goals in the pre- assessment process, Bishop Fox works to define 
and propose a red team engagement that best meets the client’s needs. Unlike one-size-fits-all red team services, Bishop Fox offers a 
modular or “building block” approach with each Red Team engagement typically involving a combination of the following methodologies:

Methodologies Summary

EXAMPLE:METHODOLOGIES:ASSESSMENT 
KNOWLEDGE TYPES:

Full 
Knowledge

External 
Breach
Red Team

Assumed 
Breach
Red Team

Ransomware
Readiness

Zero
Knowledge Continuous

Tabletop
Exercise

Red Team
Program 
Build

Partial 
Knowledge

Physical
Breach
Red Team

Social
Engineering

Purple
Team

(Multi-phase Red Team, Purple
Team, Ransomware Readiness)

RED TEAM MODUL AR APPROACH
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A D  H O C 
P H Y S I CA L 
B R E AC H  R E D 
T E A M

Engagement Length: 2-3 Weeks (Approx.)

This methodology focuses on the client’s physical security measures at their business locations. Physical 
Red Team engagements typically require field work to assess entry points, security guards, cameras, 
badge readers, employee practices, etc. with the objective of gaining physical access to the location  
and testing accessibility of areas containing sensitive information or data as well as internal IT systems. 

S O C I A L  
E N G I N E E R I N G

Engagement Length: 1-2 Weeks (Approx.)

Social Engineering methodologies are often included as part of external adversary simulation 
engagements but can be delivered as focused, standalone engagements. Engagements include  
open source intelligence (OSINT) and reconnaissance to profile specific targets and can leverage 
a combination of attack vectors including email, SMS, phone, and social media.

P U R P L E 
T E A M

Engagement Length: 1-2 Weeks (Approx.)

A fully collaborative engagement where the Bishop Fox Red Team works with the client Blue Team to 
generate detection signals and test the efficacy of security controls to achieve improvement through 
feedback and knowledge transfer.  This assessment type is almost always a full-knowledge test.

Continuous Multi-Phase Red Team – Engagements are customizable, typically consist of 4-week operations 2-4x per year.  

C O N T I N U O U S 
M U LT I - P H AS E 
R E D  T E A M

Includes fundamental components of external and/or assumed breach engagements, with a longer 
timeline and occurs on an ongoing basis. Attackers operate on an unlimited timeframe, making this 
engagement the most “real life” type of adversary emulation operation.

C O N T I N U O U S  
P U R P L E  T E A M

Purple Team engagement with a longer timeline and occurs on an ongoing basis. 

C O N T I N U O U S  
R A N S O M WA R E 
R E A D I N E S S

Similar to Continuous Red Team engagements but with focus on the ransomware use case. 

TA B L E TO P 
E X E R C I S E

Engagement Length: 4 Weeks (Approx.)

A facilitated event designed to help customers explore a tailored set of scenarios and questions. 
Tabletops are especially useful for discussing incident response capabilities, operational challenges,  
and strategic threats. A tabletop can also be used to educate client stakeholders and build awareness 
of current security challenges within the client’s organization.

R E D  T E A M 
P R O G R A M 
B U I L D

Engagement Length: 5 Weeks (Approx.)

An engagement with the focus on assisting the client to build out their own internal Red Team function 
by sharing best practices, methodologies, structures, and more. 
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ZERO KNOWLEDGE

No information is given to the Red Team about the target environment, nor is any information given to the Blue Team about the assessment. 
Only one client stakeholder is informed of the engagement to maintain as much realism as possible. This approach is generally not 
recommended because it increases the amount of time to perform the assessment while potentially decreasing the quality of the results. 
This may be appropriate for clients with mature threat response operations wishing to gauge their current capabilities.

PARTIAL KNOWLEDGE

Some basic information is given to the Red Team to streamline the design of the attack scenarios. The extent of the information provided 
varies per project. Similarly, some information is given to the Blue Team prior to the engagement.

This approach balances outcomes with realism to produce quality results in a reasonable amount of time. It balances assessment of the 
client’s current capabilities with areas to improve).

FULL KNOWLEDGE

Both Red and Blue teams openly collaborate on the engagement.

This approach is best suited for clients that want to improve their detection and response capabilities. It is almost always associated with 
“Purple Team” engagements.

ASSESSMENT KNOWLEDGE TYPES 
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KEY QUALIFYING QUESTIONS & CRITERIA

The following questions are valuable in qualifying what red team methodologies can best suit the client’s needs and objectives:

O B J E C T I V E S • What attack objectives does the customer want to be tested?

(i.e. - gaining access to customer defined trophies or compromising a particular user or group
of users.)

S C O P E • Does the scope include people, processes, and technologies?

• Which of these systems or processes does the customer want to be targeted?

(i.e. - social engineering, physical security, network security, endpoint security, etc.)

A P P R OAC H  & 
R I G O R

• Does the customer value assessment realism over coverage?

(i.e. - a customer wanting to uncover as many gaps and vulnerabilities as possible at the expense
of stealth and realism may be better suited by standard penetration testing.)

D E P T H  O F  
C O M P R O M I S E

• Does the customer value the use of multiple post-intrusion TTPs and attack pathways?

(i.e. - a customer who is focused on just initial access may be better suited by standard
penetration testing.)

D E T E C T I O N • Is the customer focused on testing their Blue Team/SOC to see how their playbooks and toolset
stands up against attack scenarios?

• If so, how much interaction is desired?

(i.e. - Purple Team or traditional adversary emulation?)

S O C I A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G

• If social engineering is in the desired scope, what are the objectives?

(i.e. - a customer who is focused on getting broad metrics around their entire user base’s security
awareness may be better suited to use tools that serve that purpose, such as: KnowB4, Microsoft
Defender, etc.) Note: Customers looking for more targeted and advanced, multi-step social
engineering tactics should consider Red Teaming engagements.
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ENGAGEMENT PHASES

WHAT IS AN ATTACK GRAPH?

Generally, Bishop Fox Red Team engagements are broken down into nine phases with the caveat that each engagement is unique and 
can vary depending on client circumstances and methodologies used.

An attack graph is how Bishop Fox models attack scenarios in Red Team engagements. 

Several graphs may be created during a Red Team engagement but are eventually merged in most cases. We call this methodology 
“attack graphing”, which generally includes:

• Phases 1-3 involves project scoping and preparation

• Phases 4-8 encompasses the “live” adversarial simulation component of the engagement. Note that phases 4-8 can occur multiple 
times in an engagement.

• Phase 9 is the reporting and review of the testing results.

PRE-ASSESSMENT
REQUIREMENTS

PLANNING &
OBJECTIVE 
SETTING

RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT

RECON.
POST-

EPLOITATION

INITIAL ACCESSDEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITY LOGGING

REPORTING 
& REVIEW

• Exploration and definition of the client’s attack space

• Alignment of attacks with adversary goals

• Working with the client to prioritize attacks to be executed

• Highlighting the operational impacts of attacks

• Documenting the execution phase of a red team engagement

• Mapping of all TTPs used in the engagement to the MITRE
ATT&CK framework
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PROJECT SCOPING & PREPARATION

Pre-Assessment Requirements Bishop Fox Client
Sales Scoping Survey ✓ ✓

Sales to Service Delivery Alignment Meeting (BF Internal) ✓

Planning and Objective Setting Bishop Fox Client
Conduct Introduction & Planning Meeting ✓ ✓

Determine Stakeholder Groups ✓

Identify Primary Points of Contact ✓ ✓

Determine Roles & Responsibilities of Stakeholder Groups ✓

Outline Communication Plan ✓ ✓

Define Goals & Objectives ✓ ✓

Determine In-scope Environment(s), System(s), Person(s), & Data ✓

Determine Engagement Timeframe ✓ ✓

Develop Engagement Scenario ✓ ✓

Develop Threat Profiles ✓

Identify Appropriate Legal Requirements ✓

Establish Crown Jewels, Key Elements of Architecture, etc. ✓

Research Known Adversaries & Incorporated TTPs ✓

Delineation of Responsibilities

Rules of Engagement Bishop Fox Client
Establish Entry Point(s) ✓ ✓

Establish Tactics, Techniques, & Procedures (TTPs) ✓ ✓

Establish Attack Scenarios/methods ✓ ✓

Establish Authorized Actions ✓ ✓

Establish Authorized Targets & Target Space ✓ ✓

Establish Target Restrictions (deny list) ✓ ✓

Establish Explicitly Restricted Actions ✓ ✓

List Exceptions to Engagement Process ✓ ✓

Establish Deconfliction Process ✓ ✓

Approval Process for Additional Activities ✓ ✓
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Reconnaissance (Passive and Active) Bishop Fox Client
Collect Target Identity, Host, & Network Information ✓

Actively Scan Network for Target Information ✓

Search Closed Sources for Target Information ✓

Conduct Open-source Intelligence Gathering (OSINT) ✓

• Physical & Virtual Locations ✓

• Personnel & Roles ✓

• Open Databases ✓

• Open Websites/domains/social media ✓

• Business Relationships/third parties/etc. ✓

Conduct Phishing for Information (if in scope or required) ✓

Enumerate Information Collected for Potential Weaknesses/exploitation ✓

ADVERSARIAL SIMUL ATION

Development (can occur multiple times in an engagement) Bishop Fox Client
Establish Initial Plan of Attack ✓

Develop Payloads & Exploits Against Target(s) ✓

Compromise Accounts & Infrastructure for Delivery (if required) ✓

Acquire & Stage Infrastructure/capabilities for Delivery ✓

Establish Social Media or Email Accounts (if required) ✓

Outline Alternative Attack Plan ✓

Initial Access (Exploitation) Bishop Fox Client
Exploit Establish Foothold within Targeted Environment Using One or More of the Following: 

Exploitation (drive-by-compromise, software, data, commands, etc.) ✓

Social Engineering ✓

Use of Compromised Accounts ✓

Remote Services ✓

Third Parties/suppliers ✓

Physical Media ✓
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Post-exploitation Bishop Fox Client
Establish Persistence Mechanism(s) ✓

Discover Additional Systems within Network ✓

Escalate Privilege to Target(s) ✓

Obtain Credentials to Target(s) ✓

Move within Network to Enter & Control Systems ✓

Gather Data of Interest to Objective ✓

Establish Communication with Compromised Systems (encrypted) ✓

Establish Capability to Exfiltrate Data ✓

Mimic Normal, Expected Traffic/communications ✓

Activity Logging (conducted throughout engagement) Bishop Fox Client
Capture Execution Logs ✓

Capture Screenshots ✓

Capture System Changes ✓

Update Attack Diagram/graphing (daily) ✓

Reporting & Review Bishop Fox Client
Close Engagement ✓

• Roll Up Data ✓

• Roll Back System Changes ✓

• Validate Accomplishment of Objectives ✓

• Outline Attack Narrative ✓

Draft Attack Graphs ✓

Draft Observation & Findings (Executive & technical) ✓

Review with Technical & Executive Stakeholders ✓ ✓

Collaborate with Blue Team (deep dive and behavior replay) ✓ ✓

Finalize Attack Graphing ✓

Finalize Report ✓

POST-ENGAGEMENT




